It isn’t really giving up coffee—
Just think of it as switching
brands
This is because going from coffee to Dandy Blend™ is seamless–
there are no withdrawal symptoms, and, to most people, it tastes
the same or better. The difference?

Dandy Blend™ is good for you.
Once you have adjusted the strength to the strength of the old brand, your significant other will
usually ask “What did you do to the coffee today, dear? Somehow it tastes better.”
Here is one way to equalize the Dandy Blend™experience to your former brand
! Place a cup of your old coffee on the table, with a cup of hot water next to it.
! Add a rounded teaspoon of Dandy Blend™ to the water. Stir
! Taste both. If the old brand is stronger, add another 1/4 teaspoon of Dandy Blend™ and stir.
! Keep doing this until the strength of the Dandy Blend™ is the same as that of the coffee, and
you are all set.
Here is another way to do a taste test
! Put 4 ounces of hot water into a standard coffee cup.
! Add a level teaspoon of Dandy Blend™. Stir and take a sip. That’s Espresso strength
! Add another two ounces of water. Stir and sip again. This is normal strength
! Finally, add two more ounces of hot water, stir and taste. That is now tea strength.
To make a delightful cold latte for summer, pour eight ounces of cold milk or any dairy
alternative into a shaker bottle. Add a rounded teaspoon of Dandy Blend™ and shake well until
blended. You now have a delightful latte. If you add cinnamon, nutmeg and a bit of sweetener,
it tastes like a good Chai. This can be made hot as well as cold. Also, try your other favorite
flavorings.
Dandy Blend™ is incredibly versatile. We invite you to try it in all its variations, and see what
you like best. For the booklet The Many Faces of Dandy Blend™: A collection of Recipes, send
$3 to Dandy Blend™ Recipes, 3283 E. Fairfax Road, Cleveland OH 44118, or call 800-597-4858
and charge it to your credit card. We invite you also to visit our website at www.dandyblend.com

Give Dandy Blend™a try. We think you’ll like it
DANDY BLEND™– Nothing Else Even Comes Close

